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A WEALTH OF TECHNICAL EXPERTISE COMBINED WITH 
INVESTMENT INTO OUR COMPREHENSIVE NORTH EAST 
CAPABILITIES, ENSURE WE CONTINUE TO SET THE PACE 
WITHIN OUR SECTOR. 

Founded in 1996, Durham Lifting provide a total lifting equipment 
solution for companies throughout the North East and UK wide. 
Our aim is to offer an extensive range of quality products and services 
at competitive rates while achieving and maintaining service excellence 
which surpasses our customers’ needs and expectations.

Through our 

continued high 

standards of quality 

and customer 

service Durham 

Lifting has achieved 

ISO:9001:2015 

certificate through 

Lloyds Register.

What We Do
SALES AND HIRE We are a comprehensive UK lifting equipment 
supplier, offering customers an extensive range of quality products for 
both sale and hire at the most competitive price.

SERVICE AND INSPECTION Committed to offering our clients a full ‘all 
round’ service, Durham Lifting provide on or offsite repairs, inspection and 
testing of your equipment.

CRANE SERVICES Specialist providers of crane services encompassing 
periodic inspections, crane maintenance, crane testing and crane repairs. 

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE Our manufacturing facility has a 
dedicated team of qualified tradespeople to manufacture quality assured 
products to the very highest specifications.

ENGINEERING SERVICES Our engineers are on hand to provide a 
solution to any of your lifting problems, advise on rigging planning, or 
design custom lifting equipment tailored to your specific application.

TESTING AND COMMISSIONING We test a variety of products - from 
components designed to support a load of a few kilos to larger  
equipment designed to take thousands of tonnes.
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THE COMPLETE 
SOLUTION 
CONCEPT
Conceptual Thinking, 
Modelling and Simulation

DESIGN
Engineering Detail Drawings 
utilising the latest Design 
Engineering Software

CERTIFICATION
Certified to British EN, ISO 
and LOLER Standards

MANUFACTURE
Experienced manufacturing 
team to provide complete 
manufacturing solutions

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Extensive experience in 
project management across 
a range of applications

TESTING AND 
COMMISSIONING
Proof and destructive 
testing, quality control 
and commissioning in 
accordance with relevant 
standards

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Ongoing support, technical 
training and technical 
inspections

 CONCEPT DESIGN MANUFACTURE TEST CERTIFY
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Whether you are 

lifting 1 Tonne or 

4000 Tonne our 

team work with you 

to provide the most 

cost effective and 

practical solution 

to all your lifting 

requirements.

DURHAM LIFTING OFFER AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF 
PRODUCTS FOR BOTH SALE AND HIRE TO OUR CUSTOMERS 
WITH A COMMITMENT TO ALWAYS SUPPLYING ONLY THE 
SAFEST AND MOST RELIABLE EQUIPMENT AT THE MOST 
COMPETITIVE PRICE. 

We work to ensure that all our products meet the highest health and 
safety standards, and that all supplied equipment meets or exceeds the 
industry standards guidelines.
All products are distributed via an efficient, national delivery network 
– ensuring stress free, undamaged, on-time and in full receipt of your 
products every time.

Lifting Equipment
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HEAVY HIRE
An extensive range of the highest 
quality lifting equipment including:
n Spreader/Lifting Beams to  

1500Tonne (lengths to 30m) 
n Chain Slings GR 8 / GR10 up to
 36mm
n Wire Rope Slings – Galvanised 

available in all sizes and all end 
fittings

n Dyneema Slings – same WLL 
at one seventh the weight of 
steel versions

n Webbing/Round Slings to 
300Tonne 

n Shackles to 900Tonne
n Chain Blocks (for use  

as equalisers) to 50Tonne.

SERVICE
Durham Lifting are committed 
to offering our clients a full ‘all 
round’ service, and therefore 
offer on or off-site repairs to your 
damaged equipment.
Once inspected, you are provided 
with a cost estimate prior to 
proceeding with any repairs. 
Alternatively, if the equipment is 
item is found to be beyond repair, 
then we can provide you with a 
price for a suitable replacement.
On repair, all equipment is then 
returned with a valid ‘Report of 
Thorough Examination’ for either 
6 or 12 months.

INSPECTION
We offer a variety of preventative 
maintenance and thorough 
inspection programs for lifting 
and handling equipment (inc. 
cranes) scheduled to meet your 
specific needs. 
All mandatory certification 
in accordance with LOLER/
PUWER requirements is provided 
following the inspection. 
We also offer an on-line facility 
tailored to the individual clients’ 
requirements. This allows 
remote access to view all lifting 
equipment registers and test 
certificates electronically. 

HOISTING We offer extensive range of Chain Blocks (onshore and offshore, spark proof units 
available), Lever Hoists (standard, zinc, light and heavy duty), Pull Lifts and Beam Trolleys all 
sourced from industry leading manufacturers such as Yale, Tiger and Hacketts. 

PULLING Supplying only the very best in pulling and winching products (manual, electrical, 
hydraulic and pneumatic) ensures you that you have access to the right equipment for the right 
job at the right time. 

JACKING We supply jacking equipment to lift and lower your load safely and reliably. All 
equipment supplied is guaranteed tested and certified to use.

LOAD RESTRAINT Stocking a wide variety of Load Binders, Ratchet Straps and other related 
equipment ensures you that your load is kept secure and in place without any movement. 

LIFTING Durham Lifting take the stress out of planning your next rigging design. Our team of 
lifting experts can assist you in selecting the correct lifting beams, shackles and other rigging 
equipment to ensure a successful operation every time.

MATERIAL HANDLING From Genie material lifts to Pallet Trucks and Skates - we carry an 
extensive range of equipment from market leading brands to ensure you always have immediate 
access to the most reliable equipment.

HEIGHT SAFETY All sourced from innovative market leaders, our safety equipment ranges 
from the traditional safety harness and fall arrest blocks through to the latest confined space 
equipment, tripods and counter balance davits. 
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Our network of 

crane service 

engineers are on 

call 24/7, providing 

you the security 

in knowing that 

operational support 

is available at your 

convenience.

Crane Servicing

DURHAM LIFTINGS’ CRANE SERVICE ENGINEERS HAVE 
EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE OF ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF 
CRANE AND HOIST, AND CARRY OUT A RANGE OF SERVICES, 
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR TO A WIDE VARIETY OF LIFTING 
EQUIPMENT.

Whatever the make and model of your asset, our aim is to achieve 
maximum performance at all times, while extending lifespan, increasing 
safety and reducing your long-term maintenance/repair cost.  
Our service team are experts in applying systematic planning and 
review your processes in order to drive continuous improvement in 

safety and productivity.
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CRANE MAINTENANCE
Preventative crane maintenance is the cost effective, time saving and intelligent alternative to reactive repairs.
As well as reducing the likelihood of a breakdown, preventative maintenance will keep your cranes in peak 
condition, minimising downtime and maximising the productivity of your equipment. 
Durham Liftings’ team of crane specialists work with you to plan your preventative maintenance program 
specifically tailored to suit the demands of your operational schedule.

LIFTING EQUIPMENT
Providing an extensive range 
of overhead lifting equipment 
and installation services to the 
following systems:
n Jib Cranes
n Light Crane Systems
n Monorail Systems
n Hoists (electric & pneumatic)
n Radio Controls   
n Parts

THOROUGH EXAMINATION
Our qualified engineers can 
undertake a thorough inspection 
and examination of all types of 
lifting and moving equipment.
All inspections are completed 
in accordance with BS 7121, 
LOLER/PUWER requirements at 
a time you choose to minimise 
disruption to your production 
schedule.

CRANE MODIFICATION
If your lifting equipment no longer 
meet your operational needs, 
Durham Lifting can upgrade it to 
meet your new requirements. 
Old equipment can be 
refurbished – resulting in 
substantial cost savings when 
compared to replacements, 
utilising new or reconditioned 
parts.
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Manufacture > Design 
Our engineers 

oversea all 

facets of design, 

manufacture, testing 

and certification 

to deliver cost 

effective and 

practical solutions 

to engineering 

problems.

OUR DESIGN TEAM HAVE OVER 40 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE 
IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF BESPOKE LIFTING 
AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT TAILORED TO YOUR SPECIFIC 
APPLICATION. 

Durham Liftings’ manufacturing facility is located in the North East 
of England and has a dedicated team of qualified tradespeople to 
manufacture quality assured products to the highest specifications. 

MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES
n  Welding  n  Cutting  n  Shotblasting  n  Painting  n  Machining  
n  Testing (2000 Tonne Test Bed - the largest of its kind in the UK)

ENGINEERING CAPABILITIES
n  Engineering Design (including FE analysis, 3D modelling etc.) 
n  Engineering Drafting n Lifting Consultancy n Rigging Design Services
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MULTI-SEC MODULAR 
SPREADER BEAM 
ASSEMBLIES 
Multi-Sec modular spreader 
beams provide the ideal solution 
for an array of lifting solutions. 
Versatile and cost effective, 
the range offers a wide variety 
of spans, configurations and 
capacities to suit your specific 
lifting application.

LIFTING BEAMS
The common solution for low 
height (low headroom) situations. 
Designed, manufactured, tested 
and certified in house to your 
specifications.

LIFTING AND SPREADER 
FRAMES 
We can design and manufacture 
a customised lifting solution 
within four to six weeks – 
providing expert engineering, 
manufacturing excellence and 
quality assurance.

C-HOOKS 
Durham Lifting design and 
manufacture C Hooks to suit your 
specific application. C-Hooks are 
manufactured to any size and are 
supplied fully tested and certified. 

LIFTING EQUIPMENT
A variety of lifting equipment 
(including sub-sea) all designed 
and manufactured in-house.

CRANE SYSTEMS
Crane systems are designed and 
manufactured to suit your specific 
lifting operation - heavy or light 
duty, indoor or outdoor use, low 
headroom or speed of operation.

ENGINEERING SERVICES
At Durham Lifting, we pride 
ourselves on being able to offer 
a complete lifting engineering 
service from concept to 
completion. 
We use sophisticated Design 
Engineering Software to ensure 
all products are designed and 
built to the highest standards 
and conform with all relevant 
regulations and design standards.

> Engineer
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DURHAM LIFTING HAS OVER 100 YEARS’ EXPERTISE IN 
DELIVERING STATIC AND DYNAMIC LOAD TESTING OF 
STRUCTURES, COMPONENTS, PARTS AND PRODUCTS. 

We test a variety of products - from components designed to support a 
load of a few kilos to larger equipment designed to take thousands of 
tonnes. Testing can be carried out either in-house using our 2000Tonne 
test bed - the largest of its kind in the UK, or on-site using test weights, 
water bags and hydraulic systems. 

Testing
Working closely 

with our clients 

we have been 

involved in some 

of the world’s

largest onshore 

and offshore lifting 

projects.
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ROPE SAMPLES - BREAK TO 
DESTRUCTION
Rope samples can be tested to 
destruction up to 1140Te using 
our class 1 H2 test machine.
Modulus testing can also be 
carried out utilising our electronic 
read out equipment.

ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE 
COMPONENTS
Durham Liftings’ engineers 
design and manufacture solutions 
to enable the testing of onshore 
and offshore components, 
including Chain Testing, Drop 
Testing, Frame Testing, Pulling 
Heads, Mooring Systems and 
Lifting Equipment. 

SPREADER/LIFTING BEAM 
AND LIFTING FRAME
Testing is undertaken in-line 
with your required sling angle, 
test procedure and lifting/rigging 
design. 

SHEAVE BLOCK OVERHAUL, 
SERVICE AND REPAIR 
Durham Liftings’ qualified team 
provide a turn-key operation for 
crane hook blocks, including full 
strip, service, repair and proof 
load testing prior to painting and 
despatch.

CALIBRATION
Offering an efficient, professional 
calibration and repair service 
of Load Reading Shackles, 
Compressive Load Cells and 
Load Links up to 1200Te.

EXAMINATION AND 
INSPECTION
Durham Lifting offer a variety of 
preventative maintenance and 
thorough inspection programs for 
lifting and handling equipment 
(including cranes). 
All inspections are completed in 
accordance with LOLER/PUWER 
requirements and can be 
scheduled to meet your specific 
needs.
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Co. Reg. No. 03208012

Head Office - Teesside
Britannia Testhouse
Romaldkirk Road, Middlesbrough TS2 1HB

Ph: 01642 240 672  Fax: 01642 247 709  
email: info@durhamlifting.co.uk

www.durhamlifting.co.uk

Branch - Durham
Unit D, Whinfield Drive
Newton Aycliffe Industrial Estate, DL5 6AU

Ph: 01325 318 844  Fax: 01325 318 844 
email: sales@durhamlifting.co.uk
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